Please remember that there are strict guidelines of the MPLC Performance License you need to abide by: *No specific titles, or any characters from such titles, or producers’ names will be advertised or publicized to the general public (this includes on websites and all social media platforms), and no admission or other fee will be charged to the audience. The exhibitions cannot be used to endorse any goods or services.*

**MPLC TITLES FOR CAMPARCHMENTS:**

**2023/2024 Releases:**

1) Avatar: The Way of the Water  
2) Dune  
3) The Hunger Games franchise – newest The Hunger Games: The Ballas of Songbirds and Snakes  
4) My Big Fat Greek Wedding 3  
5) The Marvels  
6) Creed III  
7) Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles: Mutant Mayhem  
8) Fast X  
9) Barbie  
10) Indiana Jones and the Dial of Destiny  
11) Paw Patrol: The Mighty Movie  
12) Migration  
13) Mean Girls (2024)  
14) Transformers: Rise of the Beasts  
15) Shazam: Fury of the Gods  
16) Trolls Band Together  
17) The Little Mermaid  
18) Elemental  
19) Guardians of the Galaxy: Volume 3  
20) Argyle
Classics/Franchise:

1) The Secret Life of Pets
2) Minions/Despicable Me
3) How to Train Your Dragon franchise
4) Harry Potter franchise
5) Shrek franchise
6) Kung Fu Panda
7) E.T.: The Extra-Terrestrial
8) Jaws
9) Mean Girls
10) Night at the Museum franchise
11) Planet of the Apes
12) X-Men franchise
13) Ice Age franchise
14) Shrek franchise
15) Independence Day
16) The Princess Bride
17) The Secret Life of Pets franchise
18) Jurassic Park franchise
19) Pitch Perfect franchise
20) Mamma Mia!
21) The Bourne Identity franchise
22) Avengers
23) Back to the Future franchise
24) Dumb & Dumber
25) The Great Outdoors
26) Mission Impossible franchise
27) Transformers franchise
28) Indiana Jones franchise
29) Grease
30) The Mummy franchise